1. (Personalized) Standard packaging

1.1. DP 250/260 STANDARD CARTON BOX
    incl. foam or plastic bag

    Box size: 76 mm * 50 mm * 15 mm

1.2. DP 250/260 PERSONALIZED CARTON BOX
    incl. foam or plastic bag

    Box size: 76 mm * 50 mm * 15 mm
1.3. DP 550/560/580/585/700/810/830/835A STANDARD CARTON BOX
   incl. foam or plastic bag

   Box size: 95 mm * 65 mm * 15 mm
   Box size DP835A: 90 mm * 65 mm * 15 mm

1.4. DP 550/560/580/585/700/810/830/835A PERSONALIZED CARTON BOX
   incl. foam or plastic bag

   Box size: 95 mm * 65 mm * 15 mm
   Box size DP835A: 90 mm * 65 mm * 15 mm
1.5. DP GO3 / GO6 / GO7 / GO8 STANDARD CARTON BOX
(extra order without tokens)

- GO6 box size: 66 mm * 28 mm * 13 mm
- GO3 box size: 64 mm * 33 mm * 13.5 mm
- GO7 box size: 63 mm * 29 mm * 12.5 mm

1.6. DP GO3 / GO6 / GO7 / GO8 PERSONALIZED CARTON BOX
2. Customized packaging

2.1. C6 CARTON BOX WITH INLAY
Format: 114 mm * 162 mm = A6 format

2.2. C5 CARTON BOX WITH INLAY
Format: 162 mm * 229 mm = A5 format
2.3. C5-C6 CARTON BOX WITH INLAY
Format: 114 mm * 229 mm = 1/3 A4 format

2.4. DL BOX WITH INLAY
Format: 110 mm * 220 mm = 1/3 A4 format
2.5. ALL IN ONE GO BOX
Format: 85*140*15 mm (closed)
Adequate for all digipasses in the GO range

2.6. Digipass GO box - luxury edition with tray
Format: 83*52*16 mm

Inlay in foam
Inlay in velvet
2.7. Foam
Adequate for DP 270
Format: 200*95 mm

2.8. Envelope
Available in different formats
Paper / Metallic / Plastic bubble envelopes
Foam envelopes
Envelopes in standard postal format
...
2.9. Luxury gif boxes
Format: 100*132*32 mm

2.10. Metal tins
Small model: 142*101*25 mm
Big model (with 1 or 2 foams): 220 x 162 x 34mm or 220 x 162 x 20mm

2.11. DP 810 10-PACK
2.12. Ecological packaging (recyclable foam in carton box)

- Unlimited colours: 12 basic colours
- Freedom of Design
- Emossed logo’s
- Excellent fitting and protection
- Dust free and anti static
- Feather light
- CO² emission significant lower compared to plastic
- 100% recyclable with paper
- 100% biodegradable
2.13. Blister packaging (Sealed)
Available for every type of DIGIPASS
3. Accessories

3.1. Lanyards
High quality tissue
Available in different colors / models

3.2. Manuals
Available in paper and in flexible transparent PVC / different formats
3.3. DP 270 cover

Leather / artificial leather
Format is 70*45*3.2mm

Aluminium / Stainless steel + foam
Format is 95*61*5mm
3.4. Pouches & bags

Protection bag with zipper (DP GO Range)
Minimum volume > 500 pieces
Format = 85*55*15mm
Incl. foam to hold DIGIPASS
Neoprene material

Pouch with closing flap for DIGIPASS - Version A
Minimum volume > 500 pieces
Autoclosing flap
Polyester material
Format = 70*45*15mm (GO Range)
58*78*15mm (DP 2X0 / DP 300)

Customized color of bag is possible for orders above 40 K pieces
Other standard colors than black available > 500 pieces
Logo printing is possible

Customized color of bag is possible for orders above 40 K pieces
Other standard colors than black available > 500 pieces
Logo printing is possible
Pouch with closing flap for DIGIPASS - Version B
Minimum volume > 500 pieces
Polyester material with keyring and autoclosing flap
Format = 70*45*15mm (GO Range)

Customized color of bag is possible for orders above 40 K pieces
Other standard colors than black available > 500 pieces
Logo printing is possible

Pouch with closing flap for DIGIPASS - Version C
Minimum volume > 500 pieces
Polyester material with push button - full tissue or transparent front
Format = 70*45*15mm (GO Range)
Format = 70*90*20mm (DP 2X0 / DP 300)

Customized color of bag is possible for orders above 40 K pieces
Other standard colors than black available > 500 pieces
Logo printing is possible
Pouch with closing flap for DIGIPASS - Version D
Minimum volume > 500 pieces
Neoprene material with autoclosing flap - full tissue or transparent front
Format = 70*40*15mm (GO Range)
Format = 70*90*20mm (DP 2X0/ DP 300)

Customized color of bag is possible for orders above 40 K pieces
Other standard colors than black available > 500 pieces
Logo printing is possible
Pouch with closing flap for DIGIPASS - Version E
Minimum volume > 500 pieces
Cowhide leather Material – push-button flap – transparent flap
Format: 88*78*15mm (DP 2X0 / DP 300)

Customized color of bag is possible for orders above 20 K pieces
Other standard colors than black available > 500 pieces
Logo printing is possible

Pouch with closing flap for DIGIPASS - Version F
Minimum volume > 500 pieces
PVC Material – push-button flap – transparent flap
Format: 88*78*15mm (DP 2X0 / DP 300)

Customized color of bag is possible for orders above 20 K pieces
Other standard colors than black available > 500 pieces
Logo printing is possible
3.4. DIGIPASS 8X0 Black box and wallet

3.5. Strings & Keyrings

String 1 inch / 2 inch for DP GO3
Minimum volume > 1000 pieces
4. Recycling

Recycling includes:
Transport from Vasco to certified company that recycles the Digipass tokens according the Belgian law.

Tokens will be divided into different groups for recycling:
- Plastics
- Electronic boards
- Batteries

Token types (1 battery):
- Digipass Go-1, Go-3, 250, 260, 300, 550, 560, 580, 585

Token types (2 batteries):
- Digipass 500, 700, 800, 850
5. Refurbishment

Partial refurbishment:
- Replacement of label (new serial number)
- Control check token
- Re-initialization
- Packaging

Total Refurbishment:
Partial refurbish + battery replacement

6. PIN Mailer